


Roomie Test: Rooming is a big part of
convention. Most people go into the weekend
knowing one person they want to room with
and get randomly paired with another group
of two. For this process to be as successful

as it can be I would like to implement a
roomie test. This way, rooms will be paired
by people with similar personalities causing
everyone to be happy, meet people similar to

them and enjoy their weekend.

Program signups: Prior to convention, each
member will be able to select and sign up for

their top choice of elective and judaic
program to avoid chaos during the weekend
and to ensure each member is at an activity
they know they will enjoy. It will also make

sure everyone has a place to be. Pre program
signups are a great way to remain organized.

Electives: In order for the region to be more
engaged in electives, it is important that we
know what everyone wants to do. Polls and

surveys will be sent out to the region to
engage the region and help the steerers come

up with ideas that everyone will enjoy at
convention.

Promo and Design: To promote convention
we can have a push week and send out

promotion videos and pictures to tag your
friends and other chapters on. In addition we
can make an NSR tik tok to promote not only
convention, but  to promote all events. Also, I

want to have a convention t-shirt design
contest that the region votes on so the region

feels included in the planning convention.

Committee Captains: The addition of
committee captains will ensure efficiency and
productivity of each committee at steering. 

Captains will be awarded to a BBG/AZA who
shows passion towards convention, is

organized and is a leader.

Steering: To help increase the productivity of
steering, I’d hold in depth meetings with each

committee to make sure programming is
successful and meaningful. Everyone coming
to convention should take something out of it

and the steerers are a huge part of the
weekend's success.

Judiac Programming: Besides incorperating
the 6 folds into programming, i would love to
bring AZA's and BBG's together to talk about

important topics like anti semitism,  the
holocaust and Israel.

Increased attendance: Large attendance
makes a more successful convention! We can
have a chapter membership rally for points

towards winning the spirit bear.

Shabbat: There are so many shomer shabbat
teens throughout long island and we can

work together to make BBYO a more
inclusive place for all jews throughout long

island.

GOALS AND IDEAS 


